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Nonbonded Attraction in Organic Molecules and Substituent Effects on 
Nonbonded Attraction 

By NICOLAOS D. EPIOTIS* and WILLIAM CHERRY 
(Depnvtinent of Chemistry, University of Washilagton, Seattle, Washington 98105) 

Suiiztiznry Lonc pairs can interact with each other and also 
with adjacent bonds, and this results in net lone pair 
attraction which is subject to substituent effects ; experi- 
mental results are in  agreement with these general 
qualitative conclusions. 

THE interaction of nonbonded electrons1 is responsible for 
certain mysterious effects in organic chemistry such as the 
small geininal angles in 1, l-disubstituted ethylenes2 and 
the greater stability of the cis rather than the tvans isomer 
of various olefins.3 We report a sirnplc molecular orbital 
interpretation of these effects. 

In  1, l-dihalogenoethylenes, the halogen lone pairs are 
contained in the p ,  and p ,  orbitalst The p z  lone pairs 
interact because of their proximity* to one another, and 
give rise t o  a bonding, n,, and an antibonding n:, orbital. 
The bond order between the two halogen p ,  orbitals is zero 
and the two lone pairs can be said to neither attract or 
repel each other. The n, and n: orbitals can then interact 
with the T, orbitals of the olefinic bond and there is an 
unoccupied rr: orbital which can interact with nz.  A 
consequence of this interaction is charge transfer5 from n, 
to  7r: and this now renders the bond order between the two 
halogen p ,  orbitals negative and the lone pairs can be said 
to repel each other (see Figure). Similarly the p lone pairs 
will interact with each other and give rise to a bonding, nx, 
and an antibonding, n:, orbital. By following the same 
reasoning a s  before we find that there is an  empty a: 
orbital which can interact with the n, mbital resulting in 
charge transfer and an empty n-i orbital v;hich can interact 
with the n: orbital also resulting in charge transfer. The 
latter interaction will be stronger than the former since the 
energy separation of the interacting levels is smaller in the 
latter than in the former case. The net result of the two 

interactions is tha t  the bond order between the two halogen 
p ,  orbitals becomes positive and the lone pair interaction 
attractive. 

TABLE. The eflect of substilueizts 01% the stability of the geoi:letvical 
isomers of FXC= CXF wzoleculesa 

E c i s  - Etransb FP,-FP, 
Subs tit 11 ell t X (cal/mole) Bond orcier 

YH2 . .  .. 1550 0.0376 
OH . . . .  - 283 0-0400 
H . .  . .  - 611 0 a 04 7 5 
CN . . . .  - 1392 0 047 6 

a Results of SCF-MO-INDO calculations. In  all cases 
standard bond lengths and bond angles were used. b A  plus 
sign indicates that  the tvaizs isomer is more stable and viceversa. 

We have carried out  IXDO calculations6 on 1,l-difluoro- 
ethylene in order to determine the relative importance of 
the px-p ,  attractive and p,-p, repulsive lone pair inter- 
actions. It was found that the px--pz bond order is much 
more positive than the p,+, bond order is negative.$ 
I-Icnce, the net effect of lone pair interaction in 1,l-dihalo- 
genoethylenes is attraction. Direct evidence for the 
attractive interaction of halogens in halogenoethyle:ic., has 

,pH ,,4.s:pH H7-S0 HWH ( 
109030 F n H C l  A" H /7, 

been provided by spectroscopic studies. Specifically, it has 
been found that the XCX bond angle in dihalogenoetliylenes 
is significantly less than 120" and, in any case, less than the 
HCH angle in ethyle~ie.~ UTe can follow the same renso:liilg 

In halogenoethylenes, the second lone pair is localized mainly in a p ,  orbital as long as the geininal olefinic angle is greater than 
OO", a condition which is met in all normal olefins. I n  such a case the n s  and np, atomic orbitals of the halogen mix strongly and 
contribute niostly towards sigma bond formation with the olefin, while the lone pair becomes mainly localized iil the np, atomic 
orbital of thc halogen. 

8 It should be noted that  if overlap is included, the  interaction between the two halogen p ,  or pl:  orbitals will be repulsive and the 
lone pairs can be said to repel each other co:iforming to the classical picture. However, interaction of the lone pairs with thc definic 
orbitals will tend to  make this repuIsive interaction either more repulsive or attractive, e.g. the qualitative conclusions ramain nn- 
altered whether or not overlap is included in the analysis. 

Th.e pz-pz  bond order w a s  -04533 and the fiT-fiZ bond order was 0.0873 and the overlap integral in both cases is the same. 
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to analyse the lone pair interactions in 1,Z-cis-dihalogeno- 
ethylenes. Consider the lone pairs occupying the p ,  
halogen orbitals. These orbitals split into a bonding, n,, 
and an antibonding, n:, combination which can then inter- 
act with the orbitals of the olefinic bond. In this case, 
there is an unoccupied n: orbital which can interact with 
n: giving rise to charge transfer from n: to n:. This 
renders the bond order between the halogen p z  orbitals 
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FIGURE. The interaction of the 9s lone pairs with the v z  orbitals of 
ethylene in 1,l-dihalogenoethylenes. Arrows indicate the inter- 
actions which give rise to net charge transfev. Orbitals aye classified 
with respect to plaize of symmetry. 

positive and the lone pair interaction attractive. Similarly, 
it can be shown that the lone pairs localized in the p ,  
halogen orbitals split into n, and nr orbitals as a result of 
through space interaction and nr can interact with the a: 
and ni orbitals of the olefinic bond giving rise to charge 
transfer from nr to 0: and 7 ~ ;  rendering the bond order 
between the halogen p ,  orbitals positive and the corres- 
ponding lone pair interaction attractive. Hence, the two 
halogen atoms in cis difluoroethylene will tend to attract 
each other. Since there is net attraction, one expects that 
the cis isomer will be more stable than the trans isomer. 

This is so because the cis form can enjoy the additional 
stabilization provided by the attractive forces between the 
halogen centres, while the tyans form cannot do so. The 
same conclusions are reached for 1,Z-disubstituted ethylenes 
where the two substituents are different heteroatoiiis 
possessing at least one lone pair. 

We further tested this model by studying the effect of 
substituents on the degree of attraction between fluorine p z  
lone pairs in l,Z-disubstituted, 1,2-difluoroethylene mole- 
cules. Here, the attraction between the fluorine lone pairs 
depends on the magnitude of the fluorine p,-P, bond order 
which, in turn, depends on the degree of charge transfer 
from n: to 7~:. The latter is inversely proportional to the 
energy separation between n: and n: and, hence, sub- 
stituents attached on cis-l,2-difluoroethylene which raise the 
energy of nz will tend to reduce the attraction between the 
two fluorine 9, lone pairs and substituents attached on cis 
difluoroethylene which lower the energy of n: will tend to 
increase the attraction between the two fluorine p ,  lone 
pairs. Electron donor groups are substituents of the 
former type and electron acceptor groups are substituents 
of the latter type.8 We have carried out INDO calculations 
to test our simple model and the results are shown in the 
Table.7 As the electron donating power of the substituent 
increases, the P,--p, bond order between the two fluorine 
atoms decreases and as this occurs the cis isomer becomes 
progressively less favoured energetically relative to the 
trans isomer. Hence, the relative stability of the two 
geometrical isomers is seen to be simply related to the 
relative attraction between the two fluorine p ,  lone pairs. 

These ideas have been extended to pentadiene-like 
molecules, hexatriene-like molecules and to problems in 
conformational analysis and organic reactivity and these 
topics will be discussed in a full paper. 
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Substituents which are small in size were chosen for this study so that we could be reasonably certain that wc were looking at  a 
purely electronic effect. 
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